
Wichita Dermatology & Aesthetics
Front Desk Meeting Minutes

January 19, 2022

In attendance front desk: D’Elia Kiser, Devine Dome, Kristy Rucker, Sidney Stone, Becky
Thorpe   In attendance billing department:  Lindsey Sherman, Kayla Harder, Amber
Zimmerman, Brittany Morian

Topic Discussion

Collecting
Money(Lindsey)

● Always try to collect a copay from the patient.  If they are unable to
make the payment look to see if they have been granted a one time
option to send it in. Make sure that you document in their chart that
you allowed this action.

● Collect past due balances on the account. (Pre collections patients as
well)

“Looks like there is a $75.00 balance on your account. How will you be taking
care of that today?” Don’t ask them if they can pay it or ask them if they would
like to pay it.  Use the wording above.

Insurance
Card(Lindsey)

● Ask every patient to scan their insurance card.  There may have been
some changes.  Look at the card.

Modmed Red
Alerts (Lindsey)

● If you see a red alert when checking eligibility, please look to see what
Modmed is telling you. (Example given)

Patient Name on
Insurance Card
Section (Lindsey)

● This should only be the PATIENT NAME. The sponsor, subscriber
information goes below that. This should only be the second bullet
point if it is different from the first.  (Example given)

● What Unknown/Error means. This means we have typed something
incorrectly on our end. This is not a Modmed error.

XSN/ASY Prefixes
(Lindsey)

● Please look for these. If you see an XSN prefix on a BCBS card, this
means we cannot send path to DPath. These patients have no out of
network benefits (no out of state benefits). Please make a sticky note
for the clinical staff as soon as you see these.

● ASY prefixes on a BCBS card- This means these are Ascension plans.
We are not in the Ascension preferred network. They will have out of
network benefits. Please alert the patient either at scheduling, chart
prep, check in. Please document in billing notes you made them
aware.

● Can these two things be captured at chart prep?

Humana Medicare
(Lindsey)

● Please watch for these. Please view the Humana card. This will tell
you if it is a Medicare Humana plan or a Medicare supplement. If you



see these, make a sticky note for the cs staff. We need to send
pathology global for these patients-we cannot process the slide here.

● This does NOT apply to Medicare supplement patients.
● Examples given

Dismiss Insurance Department to go over the following items

Front Desk:
Provider’s
Schedules

Take ownership over your provider’s schedule.
● Work the wait list
● Make sure that if you see something unusual on the template say

something
○ Blocked time on template that should be there or should not be

there
○ If we are a week out then review the provider's surgery time.  If

the surgeries are all over the place then let me know so that we
can correct it to schedule.

● If you see that your provider’s schedule fizzled out and you can not
add any work in slots then

● Schuyler Stump, PA schedule

Front Desk:
Staffing

● Kristy will be eventually going to histology to work in the lab full time.
● Michele’s last day is 01/19/22
● Hiring-We will be hiring 2 front desk reception staff.  As of 01/11/22 an

ad went out for the positions.

Main goal for everyone is to help onboard our two new hires and help with
training when needed.


